
	  

SAFETY WHITEPAPER 
 

Mark Troy’s “Tips for the Road” 
Chapter 1: Bike Readiness 

 
• Perform a “Full Circle” Inspection of the Bike: 

 
Before you head out, give your bike a thorough inspection. To help you 
remember what to inspect, the Motorcycle Safety Foundation has come up 
with the acronym “TCLOCS” which refers to the following items: 
 

o Tires and Wheels – Check tire pressure and make sure both wheels 
and tires are in good condition and that tires have adequate tread 
depth and are otherwise free of defects; 
 

o Controls – Make sure all work properly; 
 

o Lights and Electrical Components – Make sure all are functioning 
properly; 

 
o Oil, Gas and other Fluids – Check all fluids to ensure that they are at 

appropriate levels; 
 

o Chassis – Inspect the frame and suspension to ensure that they are 
free of defects; and 

 
o Side Stand – Make sure it is operating properly and capable of 

supporting the bike. 
 

• Keep Proper Gear/Items On Board: 
 

o If you carry any luggage or cargo on the bike that is contained within a 
saddle bag or other cargo container, make sure that the load is secure, 
balanced and within the bike’s weight restrictions. 



	  

o If you carry luggage or cargo on a rack or seat, be sure to have it 
properly secured using bungee cords, tie-down hooks or a cargo net 
so that the weight of the load will not shift or come loose during travel. 
 

Other important items to keep on your bike or on your person at all times 
include the following: fully charged mobile phone, emergency medical and 
contact information, LED flashlight (or mobile app flashlight), small first aid 
kit, multifunction army knife, rain gear, lighter, tire pressure gauge and 
critical prescription medications. 

 
• Other Recommended Items: 

 
o I highly recommend Ride-On® Tire Sealant, which allows for continued 

riding after most small tire punctures, and The Banshee® horn system, 
which integrates a 138 decibel horn and flashing headlights, and 
ensures that you are both seen and heard in emergency situations. 
 

o Always comply with your bike’s recommended service/maintenance 
schedule. 

 
If you are involved in an accident, it is likely you will need legal representation. 
Troy Law Firm focuses its practice on motorcycle accidents and the legal needs 
of riders. You can call me directly at (304) 546-2451 or contact our firm (304) 
414-5691 and we will make sure that justice is served and that you are 
compensated fairly. We hope you don’t need us, but if you do—we will be there 
for you. 

  


